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Settore Polizia Annonaria Ecologia e Attività Produttive 

TAXI FARES – 2024 
 

Average cost  
€ 13,50 

 
For one (1) passenger without luggage, based on a urban ride of 5 km with 
5 minutes of stop/wait in traffic on weekdays (from 6:00 AM to 10:00 PM)." 

           

Urban and suburban multiple progressive fare 
(cost of each metered unit € 0,10) 

Basic 
parameters 

Fare 
€ 0,10 

metered 
unit 

1^ 
Progression 

Fare 
€ 0,10 

metered 
unit 

2^ 
Progression 

Fare  

Cost per Km € 0,90 
each 111,0 

meters 
Cost per Km € 1,20 

each 83,3 
meters 

Cost per Km € 1,60 
each 62,50 

meters 

Cost per 
hour 

 
€ 22,00 

each 16,3 
seconds 

Cost per 
hour 

 
€ 26,00 

each 13,8 
seconds 

Cost per 
hour 

 
€ 26,00  

      

  
Flag drop 

Minimum 
fare 

Note 

Weekday 
(from 6:00 AM to 10:00 PM) 

€ 3,50 € 7,00 
These fares replace any lower fare shown on the taximeter 
at the end of the ride. Sunday, Public Holiday and 

Night  
€ 5,80  € 9,00 

From Airport € 15,00 
Minimum fare for rides originating from Airport (excluding 
fixed fares) 

Suburban fare € 110,00 
Maximum fare for rides originating from Bari to the cities  
of the Metropolitan City of Bari area (one way only) 

      

Progressive Taximeter Fare 
(for Km, for speed > 50 km/h) 

TTP1 € 0,90 
The first taximetric progression (from TTP1 to TTP2) occurs 
when, in addition to the flag drop fare, the taximeter 
reaches  €9.00. The second taximetric progression TTP2 is 
effective until an additional €9.00 is reached. Hereafter, 
the third taximetric progression (TTP3) is effective until the 
end of the ride. When the speed is < 50 km/h, the fare 
reverts to the previous TTP2. 

TTP2 € 1,20 

TTP3 € 1,60 

      

REDUCED  
FARES 

(applicable when 
taximeter exceeds 
the minimum fare)  

ACCESSIBLE TAXI  
  20% 

discount 
For passengers with disabilities, includes free wheelchair 
transportation. 

TAXI ROSA (“Pink taxi”) 
(from 10 PM to 6 AM)  

 20% 
discount 

For women travelling alone or with minors, from 10 PM to 
6 AM.  

TAXI ARGENTO (“Silver 
taxi”) 

 10% 
discount 

For 65 years-old or older passengers. 
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TAXI DISCOTECA (“Disco 
taxi”) 

(from 10 PM to 6 AM) 

10% 
 discount 

For passengers travelling from or to discos, theatres, 
cinemas, event venues.  

TAXI OSPEDALI (“Hospital 
taxi”) 

10%  
discount 

For passengers travelling from or to hospitals or health 
facilities.  

 
   

  

FIXED 
 FARES 

On the specified routes, without stops or intermediate halts, fixed fares apply. These are inclusive of all 
costs and surcharges. The application of the fixed fare implies that the taxi driver chooses the most 
suitable route to reach the destination. In the event of route variations requested by the customer, the 
taxi driver is authorized to request payment based on the taximeter. 

  

Airport  

To/from districts:  Palese, S. Paolo, S. Spirito, Enziteto, Catino, Stanic,  
S. Girolamo, Marconi, Fesca.  

€ 20,00 
 

To/from districts: Murat, Borgo Antico, Libertà. € 25,00 
 

To/from districts: Madonnella, Picone, Poggiofranco, Carrassi, S. 
Pasquale, Mungivacca. 

€ 28,00 
 

To/from districts: Carbonara, Ceglie, Japigia. € 30,00 
 

To/from districts: Loseto, S. Anna, S. Giorgio.  € 35,00 
 

To/from: Torre a Mare. € 40,00 
 

To/from: Port, Central “FS” Railway station, San Nicola stadium. € 25,00 
 

Central “FS” 
Railway 
station  

To/from: Port. € 12,00 
 

To/from: San Nicola stadium. € 20,00 
 

To/from nearby municipalities (Bitonto, Bitritto, Capurso, 
Giovinazzo, Modugno, Mola di Bari, Triggiano, Valenzano)  

€ 32,00  

      

 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
CHARGES 

Luggage € 1,00 € Extra luggage (The first piece of luggage is free of charge). 
 

Passengers € 1,00 € 
For 6 to 9-seater vehicles. The supplement is due for each extra passenger 
after the fourth.    

Animals € 2,00 
Passengers with pets (excluding those in carriers) must place them in the 
rear compartment specifically equipped with a mesh safety barrier. The 
supplement is due for each pet.   

 

Motorway 
To be paid 

by the 
passenger 

Service within 50 Km is exempt from VAT (in accordance with article 10 
paragraph 14 DPR 633/72)  

Radio Taxi € 1,00 

Orders placed via radio taxi to the airport and/or beyond urban areas 
include a maximum waiting time of 8 minutes. In the event of a wait 
beyond this limit or for multiple pickups or destinations, the amount 
displayed on the meter will be charged. 

 

 


